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Trion formation and recombination dynamics in hole-doped single-walled carbon nanotubes
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We studied the trion (charged exciton) formation and recombination dynamics in hole-doped (7,5) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) by performing femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. The doping of SWCNTs with holes leads to a fast decay component from an exciton to a trion, and the trion decays with a lifetime of a few picoseconds. The experimental results can be explained by a quantized model accounting for the dark exciton and trion states and the hole number distribution in a SWCNT. Our findings show that the optical responses of SWCNTs can be manipulated by doping of SWCNTs with a small number of holes. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4813014]

Over the past decade, the optical properties of semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have been studied extensively from the viewpoints of fundamental physics and potential applications in various devices. SWCNTs have one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures in which strong Coulomb interactions between electrons and holes produce stable excitons. These excitons govern the optical properties of SWCNTs even at room temperature, because SWCNTs have extremely large exciton binding energies.1–5 Various unique and interesting 1D-exciton-related optical processes have been observed, such as quantized exciton-Auger recombination (exciton-exciton annihilation) and multiple exciton generation.6–15 Moreover, SWCNTs have complicated fine structures near the lowest exciton state because of their unique structures.16,17 Recent magento-luminescence studies of a single SWCNT revealed the existence of dipole-forbidden dark exciton states below the lowest-energy dipole-allowed bright excitons.18,19 This underlying optically inactive dark exciton affects the optical properties of the SWCNTs determined by the optically active bright exciton.20 However, the interplay between the bright and dark excitons in terms of the dynamics are complicated and remain unclear,21,22 and the impact of dark excitons on the optical responses of SWCNTs is also unclear.

The optical properties of SWCNTs are sensitive to carrier doping.23–32 Drastic changes in the absorption and photoluminescence due to the bright excitons have been observed as the doped hole density increases.24,28 Because of the conservation of energy and momentum, charge carriers can interact effectively with dark excitons,33 and carrier doping could modify the optical responses of SWCNTs through these dark excitons. Moreover, positive trions (positively charged excitons) have recently been discovered in hole-doped SWCNTs at room temperature.28 The trion state is located energetically below the dark exciton state. These trions can strongly affect the decay dynamics of the bright- and dark-exciton populations in hole-doped SWCNTs. Therefore, experimental studies of the temporal change in the trion populations can provide a clear understanding of the global features of excitons, including bright and dark excitons, in SWCNTs doped with carriers.

In this work, we study the trion and exciton recombination dynamics in hole-doped SWCNTs using pump-probe transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. The bright \( E_{11} \) exciton decay is faster in hole-doped SWCNTs than in undoped SWCNTs. Trion decay with a lifetime of a few picoseconds is observed under resonant excitation of trions. We propose a simple model taking account of the dark exciton level and the number of holes in a SWCNT, and this model successfully reproduces the experimental results on the bright \( E_{11} \) exciton decay. Our model indicates that hole doping creates a relaxation channel from the bright exciton to the trion through the dark exciton.

Carbon nanotubes were synthesized using the CoMoCAT methods and dispersed in toluene solutions with 0.5 wt. % poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] (PFO).34 The samples were treated as follows: moderate bath sonication for 60 min, vigorous sonication with a tip-type sonicator for 5 h, and ultracentrifugation at 18 500 g for 90 min. Hole doping was achieved using a p-type dopant, 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F₄TCNQ).26 Transient absorption spectroscopy was performed using a pump-probe technique. A quartz sample cell with a path length of 1 mm was used for the TA measurements. The light source was a wavelength-tunable optical parametric amplifier based on a regenerative amplified mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 150 fs and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser spot size on the sample surface was measured carefully using the knife-edge method. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of undoped and hole-doped SWCNT samples. For the undoped samples, a strong peak is observed at 1.18 eV, which is attributed to the \( E_{11} \) bright exciton for (7,5) SWCNTs.34 Thus, the absorption spectrum shows that our samples are highly enriched in (7,5) chirality. Hole doping markedly reduces the bright exciton intensity at the 1.18 eV absorption peak. In the hole-doped sample, a absorption peak appears at 1.02 eV, which is assigned to the trion absorption for (7,5) SWCNTs.28 Enlarged spectra around the trion absorption for (7,5) SWCNTs are shown in the inset. For undoped samples, a
weak absorption peak is observed at 1.04 eV, which is attributed to the bright $E_{11}$ exciton for (8,6) SWCNTs.\textsuperscript{34} Note that the (8,6) SWCNT bright exciton peak disappears after hole-doping because larger-diameter SWCNTs are more susceptible to the hole-doping effects than small-diameter SWCNTs.\textsuperscript{36} Thus, the (8,6) SWCNTs have no impact on the optical responses in hole-doped samples.

To clarify the effects of hole doping on the optical responses of SWCNTs, we first studied the $E_{11}$ bright exciton decay dynamics of hole-doped SWCNTs. With increasing hole-dopant concentration, the optical absorption intensity of the bright exciton decreases but that of the trion increases: there is an anticorrelation between the exciton and trion intensities.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, under our experimental conditions, the sample with a certain dopant concentration (Fig. 1) is good for measurements of both the exciton and trion decay dynamics. Figure 2(a) shows the TA decay curves of undoped and hole-doped samples, where the probe and pump energies were tuned to the $E_{11}$ exciton state for (7,5) SWCNTs. The TA decay curves are normalized at the maximum values. The photoinduced absorption change $\Delta \alpha$ is negative because of the photobleaching of the $E_{11}$ exciton state. Both undoped and hole-doped samples show nonexponential TA decay curves. After hole doping, a fast-decay component clearly appears, indicating that hole doping creates additional relaxation channels due to exciton-hole interactions. The most plausible mechanism of these hole-induced relaxation channels is trion formation, as suggested by the correlation between the presence of the trion peak and the appearance of the fast-decay component. Therefore, we next analyze the exciton decay dynamics in hole-doped SWCNTs using a simple model that includes the trion state.

For this model, we consider the exciton and trion energy states in hole-doped SWCNTs. It has been experimentally verified that the dark exciton states exist below the lowest-energy bright exciton state.\textsuperscript{18} Recent studies revealed that the lowest-energy trion is the bright trion, which is composed of the dark exciton and the carrier.\textsuperscript{35} This indicates that the relaxation process from the bright exciton to the trion will occur through the dark exciton state. Thus, we consider a simple four-level model including the ground, bright exciton, dark exciton, and trion states for hole-doped SWCNTs, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). In this four-level model, dark excitons interact strongly with doped holes. Thus, the rate equations are given by

$$\frac{dn_B}{dt} = -(k_B + k_{BD})n_B + k_{DB}n_D,$$

$$\frac{dn_D}{dt} = -(k_{DB} + k_{DT})n_D + k_{BD}n_B,$$

$$\frac{dn_T}{dt} = -k_Tn_T + k_{DT}n_D,$$

where $n_B$, $n_D$, and $n_T$ are the populations of bright excitons, dark excitons, and trions. The coefficients $k_B$ and $k_{BD}$ correspond to the decay rates from the bright exciton state to the ground state and the dark exciton state, respectively. In addition, $k_{DB}$ corresponds to the transition rate from the dark exciton to the bright exciton states, and $k_{DT}$ and $k_T$ are the decay rates from the dark excitons to the trions and from the trions to the ground state, respectively. Assuming that the transition between the bright and dark exciton states occurs via one-phonon absorption and emission processes, $k_{BD}$ and $k_{DB}$ can be represented as $\gamma(n_p + 1)$ and $\gamma n_p$, respectively, where $n_p = 1/\exp(\Delta E/kT) - 1$ is the phonon occupation number, $\gamma$ is the temperature-independent scattering
rate, and $k$ is Boltzmann factor.\textsuperscript{20,22} The energy splitting between the dark and bright excitons $\Delta E$ is about 4 meV in (7,5) SWCNTs,\textsuperscript{19} which confirms that an approximation of $k_{BD} \approx k_{BD}$ is valid at room temperature.

On the basis of Eq. (1), we fitted the $E_{11}$ exciton dynamics for the undoped SWCNT sample. Here, we set $k_{DT} = 0$, because no trions are formed by photoexcitation in the undoped SWCNTs. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 2(a) as a dotted curve that reproduces the experimental data well. The best-fitting parameters are $k_{B}^{-1} = 8.3$ ps and $k_{BD}^{-1} = 3.8$ ps, which are quite close to the previously reported values.\textsuperscript{10}

In hole-doped samples, the TA decay curves exhibit a fast-decaying component that is not observed in undoped samples. However, the TA decay curves show almost no hole-density dependence after 20 ps. These results strongly indicate that the hole-doped sample is a mixture of undoped and doped SWCNTs with different hole numbers and that the fast-decaying TA component corresponds to the exciton decay dynamics of the hole-doped SWCNTs.\textsuperscript{20} We fitted the fast-decaying TA component with Eq. (1), where we assumed that the bright-dark transition rate is unchanged by the hole doping, i.e., $k_{BD}^{-1} = 3.8$ ps. We calculated the best-fitting parameters as $k_{B}^{-1} = 6.6$ ps and $k_{DT}^{-1} = 2.7$ ps, and the calculated TA curve for the hole-doped sample is shown in Fig. 2(a) as a dotted curve. The recombination rate for the bright exciton, $k_{B}$, is enhanced by the hole doping, which indicates that hole-doping induces a rapid process for the decay of bright excitons such as exciton-hole Auger recombination.\textsuperscript{33}

For quantitative discussions on the TA decay curves, we need to consider the number of holes in SWCNTs. Because of the 1D motion of excitons in hole-doped SWCNTs, the exciton-hole scattering occurs between an exciton and the nearest holes. The exciton decay rate will be sensitive to the number of hole within the exciton excursion range, in which the motion of exciton is spatially limited.\textsuperscript{27} First, we assume that the probability that $n$ holes are found within the exciton excursion range, $P_{n}$, is given by the Poisson distribution, $P_{n} = (\langle n \rangle)^{n} e^{-\langle n \rangle}/n!$, where $\langle n \rangle$ is the average hole number in the exciton excursion range. Based on the hole-number dependence of the absorption coefficient (the absorption of the excitons decreases exponentially with the hole number),\textsuperscript{29} the value of $\langle n \rangle$ for the hole-doped SWCNT sample was estimated to be 2.6. The probability of n-holes being inside exciton excursion range in this sample is illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In the following, we use the expression a $n$-holes doped SWCNT to define a SWCNT with $n$-holes within the exciton excursion range. These results suggest that our sample contains doped SWCNTs with two holes or more and that the probability of finding undoped or one-hole-doped SWCNTs is below 30%. However, it is known that the exciton absorption intensity is markedly quenched by hole doping.\textsuperscript{26,28,29} In particular, assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of doped holes and the absorption intensity ratios,\textsuperscript{29} the contribution of the undoped and one-hole-doped SWCNTs to the exciton absorption is estimated to be 75% or more in our sample. Therefore, the ensemble-averaged exciton absorption signals of our hole-doped samples are dominantly due to exciton absorption for the undoped and one-hole-doped SWCNTs. Therefore, we conclude that the fast-decaying TA component from our hole-doped sample is mainly contributed by the SWCNTs doped with one hole.

To gain a deep understanding of the exciton recombination dynamics in the hole-doped SWCNTs, we studied the trion formation and recombination dynamics under resonant trion or bright exciton excitation. Figure 3(a) shows the TA decay dynamics of the hole-doped sample probed at energies of 1.00, 1.02, and 1.04 eV. The pump energy is 1.02 eV, which is tuned to the energy of the trions for (7,5) nanotubes. All the TA signals show a negative photoinduced absorption change $\Delta\alpha$ and decays within a few picoseconds. At around $t = 0$, the TA curves have an oscillating component that is likely due to coherent artifacts.

In Fig. 3(b), we plot the TA spectra, i.e., the probe-energy dependence of the TA intensity. The solid curves are guides to the eye, and the absorption spectrum of the hole-doped sample is shown as a dotted curve in the same figure. At a delay time of 1 ps, the TA spectrum peaks at 1.01 eV and is similar to the absorption spectrum. Note that no photo-bleaching signal is observed at 1.01 eV for the undoped SWCNT sample. On the basis of these observations, we conclude that the TA signals at around 1.01 eV originate from the trions for the hole-doped (7,5) SWCNTs. The initial rise in the TA signal occurs within a pulse width, indicating that trions are directly generated by the pump excitation at 1.02 eV. We fitted the TA dynamics with a single exponential function in the range between 0.3 and 10 ps, as shown in Fig. 3(a) with dotted curves. The relaxation time was estimated to be 1.5 ps, which is independent of the probe energy. Therefore, we successfully determined the trion lifetime $k_{T}^{-1}$ to be 1.5 ps.

The process for the formation of the trion from the $E_{11}$ bright exciton was also studied under resonant excitation of the bright exciton, where the pump and probe energies were tuned to $E_{11}$ bright excitons and trions for (7,5) nanotubes, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The TA signal rapidly increases after pump excitation. We fitted the TA dynamics using rate Eq. (1), where we fixed $k_{BD}^{-1} = 3.8$ ps. In result,
we obtained $k_{\text{DT}}^{-1} = 1.9 \, \text{ps}$, $k_{\text{BT}}^{-1} = 150 \, \text{fs}$, and $k_{\text{B}}^{-1} = 170 \, \text{fs}$ as the best-fitting parameters. The trion decay rate $k_{\text{T}}$ shows good agreement with that estimated from the trion decay dynamics under resonant trion excitation. On the other hand, the dark exciton–trion transition rate $k_{\text{DT}}$ and the bright exciton decay rate $k_{\text{B}}$ are much larger than that estimated from the $E_{11}$ exciton decay dynamics of hole-doped sample. To resolve this discrepancy, we need to consider the hole-number distribution of the hole-doped samples.

As mentioned above, the TA signal of the hole-doped sample probed at the bright exciton energy is mainly determined by the TA signal from the undoped and one-hole-doped SWCNTs, because the exciton absorption decreases with increasing hole number. On the other hand, the TA signal probed at the trion energy is determined by the SWCNTs with multiple holes, because the trion absorption intensity increases with hole number. Therefore, the trion-probed TA signals reflect the temporal changes in the trion populations in the multiple-hole-doped SWCNTs rather than in the one-hole-doped SWCNTs. The hole number distribution in the sample causes the discrepancy of the ensemble-averaged decay rates. As a result, the values of $k_{\text{DT}}$ and $k_{\text{B}}$ estimated from the trion decay are larger than those estimated from the exciton decay in the ensemble sample, because the $k_{\text{DT}}$ and $k_{\text{B}}$ increase with hole number through the exciton–hole interaction in a single SWCNT. Thus, by considering the hole number distribution, we revealed the exciton and trion decay processes in the hole-doped SWCNTs.

In conclusion, we studied the exciton and trion recombination dynamics in undoped and hole-doped SWCNTs by performing TA spectroscopy using a pump-probe technique. The $E_{11}$ exciton decay in the hole-doped SWCNT sample is shorter than that in the undoped SWCNT sample, and trion decay with a lifetime of a few picoseconds is observed. We proposed a model with four energy levels accounting for the dark exciton level, and this model reproduced the experimental results. Our model also indicates that the hole doping creates a relaxation channel from dark excitons to trions.
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